Analysis of protein interactions on protein arrays by a wavelength interrogation-based surface plasmon resonance biosensor.
We have investigated whether surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensors based on the wavelength interrogation are able to analyze protein interactions on protein arrays. The spectral SPR sensor was self-constructed and its detection limit, expressed as the minimal refractive index variation, was calculated to be 6.6x10(-5) with the signal fluctuation of 1.0x10(-5). The protein array surface was modified by a mixed thiol monolayer to immobilize proteins. Protein arrays were analyzed by the line-scanning mode of the SPR sensor, which scanned every 100 microm along the central line of array spots and the scanned results were presented by color spectra from blue to red. Glutathione S-transferase (GST)-rac1 caused a concentration-dependent increase of SPR wavelength shift on protein arrays. The surface structure of the protein arrays was analyzed by atomic force microscopy. Specific interactions of antigens with antibodies were analyzed on the protein arrays by using three antibodies and eight proteins. These results suggest that the wavelength interrogation-based SPR sensor can be used as the biosensor for the high-throughput analysis of protein interactions on protein arrays.